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The accuracy of the numerical result is closely related to mesh density as well as its distribution. Mesh plays a very significant
role in the outcome of numerical simulation. Many nasal airflow studies have employed unstructured mesh and more recently
hybrid mesh scheme has been utilized considering the complexity of anatomical architecture. The objective of this study is to
compare the results of hybrid mesh with unstructured mesh and study its effect on the flow parameters inside the nasal cavity. A
three-dimensional nasal cavity model is reconstructed based on computed tomographic images of a healthy Malaysian adult nose.
Navier-Stokes equation for steady airflow is solved numerically to examine inspiratory nasal flow.The pressure drop obtained using
the unstructured computational grid is about 22.6 Pa for a flow rate of 20 L/min, whereas the hybrid mesh resulted in 17.8 Pa for the
same flow rate. The maximum velocity obtained at the nasal valve using unstructured grid is 4.18m/s and that with hybrid mesh is
around 4.76m/s. Hybrid mesh reported lower grid convergence index (GCI) than the unstructured mesh. Significant differences
between unstructured mesh and hybrid mesh are determined highlighting the usefulness of hybrid mesh for nasal airflow studies.

1. Introduction

Theanatomy of the human nasal cavity is further complicated
by prevalence of anomalies and diseases. A number of
researchers have used computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
to study the physiology and fluid flow properties inside the
nasal cavity [1–5]. A recent review on the use of CFD for
drug delivery design process discussed the importance of
using CFD in drug delivery in nasal cavities [6]. However,
the accuracy of the CFD study depends primarily on quality
and quantity of the mesh distribution. A good mesh must
be able to resolve the velocity vectors and effectively capture
the fluid properties at all regions inside the nasal cavity.
Structured mesh, in spite of its effectiveness in resolving flow
properties, is very difficult to develop inside a complicated
domain like the nose. Structured mesh was employed only
to model the human upper bronchial tree like the trachea
and bronchii [7, 8]. Recently, Vinchurkar and Longest [9]
considered the effects of various common mesh styles on
grid convergence, velocity fields, and particle deposition
profiles in a bifurcating respiratory model. The mesh consid-
ered included a structured multiblock hexahedral style, an

unstructured tetrahedral mesh, a flow-adaptive tetrahedral
design, and a hybrid style consisting of tetrahedral and prism
elements. However, the work was limited to a small bifur-
cating section and did not address the entire upper airway
domain. It is easy to develop structured mesh in a simple
bifurcating domain. But when it comes to the complicated
nasal cavity, the process is very tedious and prohibitive in
terms of time and cost involved. Earlier works of Hörschler
et al. [10] and Zamankhan et al. [11] used a simplified nasal
domain and therefore the construction of structured mesh
was rendered possible. In an interesting work by Longest and
Vinchurkar (2007) [12], several mesh types were compared.
The hexahedral mesh was observed to have grid convergence
index (GCI) values that were an order of magnitude below
the unstructured tetrahedral mesh values for all resolutions
considered. This cannot be expected of realistic nasal cavity
obtained from actual CT scans. Hence, we find the most of
the researchers use unstructured tetrahedralmeshing scheme
to develop the CFD model. The accuracy of such a mesh is
uncertain and therefore its results cannot be utilized to quan-
tify the understanding of flow physiology. Zubair et al. [13]
highlighted the need for using hybrid mesh for nasal airflow
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studies. Recently, hybrid meshes have also been introduced
which combines unstructured lower-order internal elements
and higher-order pyramid, prism, or hexahedral elements on
the surface [12]. Typically they have the advantage of better
resolution at near-wall flow field. Lee et al. [14] reportedly
used a cluster of prism mesh near the surface to improve
the accuracy of the model. But the work did not discuss the
usefulness of such a mesh over purely unstructured mesh
in the complicated biomedical domain. Some of the popular
grid generation softwares Gridgen (Pointwise Inc., USA) and
T-grid (Fluent Inc., USA) offer features for developing hybrid
mesh.

Hybrid mesh has the ability to resolve the near wall
boundary and can be used to develop mesh closer to 𝑦+ =

1. Here 𝑦+ refers to the nondimensional distance for wall-
bounded flow. It is important in turbulence modeling to
determine the proper size of the cells near the domain walls.
Hybrid mesh is effective in resolving turbulence issues and
particularly suitable for use with LES models. In the current
study, numerical simulation was carried out to validate the
usefulness of hybrid mesh over unstructured tetrahedral
mesh. A three-dimensional (3D) nasal cavity model was
reconstructed from computed tomographic images (CT) of
a healthy Malaysian female. The effect of different mesh type
on the fluid flow properties was evaluated.

2. Method

The study was based on an anatomical model of the normal
nasal airway obtained from a CT scan of a Malaysian subject
from Universiti Sains Malaysia, Medical Campus Hospital.
The scan images were segmented slice by slice with an
appropriate threshold value using MIMIC (Materialise, Ann
Arbor, MI, USA). The 3D polyline data of the nasal cavity
was processed in CATIA and meshed with unstructured
tetrahedral elements using GAMBIT 2.3.16 (Fluent Inc.,
Lebanon). The developed 3D nasal cavity model with 10
cross-sectional plane is as shown in Figure 1. These cross-
sectional planes represented different locations spanning
the entire nasal cavity length and were utilized to extract
information about the flow physics inside the flow domain.

The two different types of mesh are as depicted in
Figure 2. Figure 2(a) represents the grid display at a
location 3.5 cm from the nostril for unstructured mesh
type. And Figure 2(b) shows the hybrid mesh at the same
location consisting of prism elements stacked at the wall
boundary. An unstructured tetrahedral mesh with 1,653,469
elements was developed from the grid independency test
(refer Figure 3(a)). This was further adapted using the 𝑦+
adaptation technique which resulted in a mesh count of
2,522,274 elements. The best possible 𝑦+ value that could
be obtained for this mesh was around 1.31. Also, a hybrid
mesh with 1,691,940 elements consisting of a combination
of 6 layers of prism cells near the near wall boundary and
the tetrahedral elements at the remaining flow domain was
obtained from grid independency study (see Figure 3(b)). An
initial thickness of 3.8 × 10−5mwas maintained for the prism
cell to obtain a 𝑦+ < 1. The worst cell had the maximum
value of skewness of about 0.86.
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Axial distance (cm)

X
Y

Z

Figure 1: Location of the ten cross-sections along the axial length.

The nondimensional wall distance 𝑦+ is given by

𝑦+ =
𝑢
𝑡

𝑦

𝜗
, (1)

where 𝑢
𝑡

is the skin friction velocity, 𝑦 is the initial height
above the wall, and 𝜗 is the kinematic viscosity of air.

To solve the governing mass and momentum conserva-
tion equations in each of the mesh style, the CFD package
Fluent 6.3.26 (Fluent Inc., Lebanon, PA, USA) has been
employed. This commercial software provides an unstru-
ctured control-volume-based solution method for both
unstructured tetrahedral and hybrid mesh types. The airflow
was assumed to be laminar for flow rates up to 15 L/min, and
beyond 15 L/min flow was considered turbulent, as predicted
by Wen et al., 2008 [1], and Segal et al., 2008 [3]. For
turbulence flow, we used the SST 𝑘-𝜔 turbulence model,
a two-equation turbulence model, the suitability of which
has been explored by Wen et al., 2008 [1], and Mylavarapu
et al. [4]. The flow boundary conditions used were as follows:
(1) the nasal wall was rigid, (2) the effect of mucus was
negligibly small, (3) no-slip condition at the airway wall, and
(4) nasal cavity developed was without sinuses, which was
commensurate with several earlier studies which neglected
the effect of sinus onmain flow.Themass flow inlet boundary
is defined at the nostril inlet and outflow boundary condition
is selected at the outlet.

2.1. Governing Equations of Flow. In the present study steady
RANS equations for turbulent incompressible fluid flow
with constant properties are used. The governing flow field
equations are the continuity and the Reynolds averaged
Navier-Stokes equations, which are given by
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Figure 2: Cross-section of the nasal cavity at a distance of 4.5 cm from the nostril: (a) unstructured mesh and (b) hybrid mesh.
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Figure 3: Grid independency study: (a) unstructured mesh and (b)
prism mesh.

where 𝑆
𝑖𝑗

is the main strain rate and calculated by
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and 𝑢
𝚤

𝑢
𝚥

= 𝜏
𝑖𝑗

is the unknown turbulent or Reynolds-stress
tensor and𝑢

𝑖

represents the velocity fluctuation in 𝑖-direction.
These equations are not a closed set and turbulence models
are used to model the turbulent or Reynolds-stress tensor.
Shear stress transport SST 𝑘-𝜔 turbulent model closure
equations are provided in the work of Menter [15].

Discretization errors arise from numerical algorithms,
the mesh style and quality used to discretize the equations,
and boundary conditions and is the difference between
the exact solution of the governing equations and the dis-
cretized system. In this work, the Richardson’s extrapolation
method has been utilized to determine the mesh-related
discretization errors. Celik et al. (2008) [16] and Longest
and Vinchurkar (2007) [12] have presented the procedures
to apply the Richardson’s extrapolation (RE) method to
determine the discretization error. Local and global orders
of accuracy, extrapolated results, percent errors, and grid
convergence indexes are calculated to ensure that a high-
fidelity results has indeed been obtained. In total, 3 meshes
listed in Table 1 are evaluated to determine the GCI values for
each of the mesh type.

For grid sizes ℎ
1
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2
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3

, the local apparent order of
accuracy, 𝑝, of the simulation was calculated with the follow-
ing expressions, and the results are tabulated in Table 1. Here
the grid refinement factor 𝑟
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Table 1: Comparison of discretisation errormeasurement for hybrid
and unstructured mesh type.

𝜑 = max. velocity (m/s)
at the nasal valve (hybrid

mesh)

𝜑 = max. velocity (m/s)
at the nasal valve

(unstructured mesh)
𝑀1,𝑀2,𝑀3 1691940, 504259, 218262 2022162, 450233, 136678
𝑟
21

1.5 1.62
𝑟
32

1.33 1.49
𝜑
1

4.6576 4.0123
𝜑
2

4.5487 4.5089
𝜑
3

4.1892 4.5549
𝑃 4.03 4.7830
𝜑
21

ext 4.684 3.8919
𝑒
21

𝑎

2.34% 12.38%
𝑒
21

ext 0.56% 3.09%
GCI21fine 0.71% 3.75%

Equations (4) are solved using an iterative procedure with
an initial guess of 𝜑

1

, where 𝜑
𝑛

represents the result of the
associated grid 𝑛.

The extrapolated values 𝜑21ext and 𝜑
32

ext are calculated using
the following equations:
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The relative errors, 𝑒21
𝑎

and 𝑒
21

ext, are calculated by the
expressions:
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Finally, the grid convergence index for the most refined
mesh is calculated using the expression:

GCI21fine = 𝐹𝑠
𝑒
21

𝑎

𝑟
𝑝avg
21

− 1

. (9)

In (8), 𝐹
𝑠

coefficient serves as a “buffer coefficient” for the
extrapolated error approximation GCI and its value for more
refined grid cases as in the case of this study is taken as 1.25.

The investigated parameters in the sensitivity study are
the maximum velocity magnitude at the nasal valve region
and are performed for the case of 20 L/min. Grid convergence
indices (GCI) are presented as a percent and can effectively be
interpreted as the percent error of the simulation result based
on grids analyzed.
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3. Results and Discussion

The pressure drop obtained using the unstructured compu-
tational grid was around 22.6 Pa for a flow rate of 20 L/min,
whereas a value of 17.8 Pa was determined for hybrid mesh.
The pure unstructured mesh overpredicted the value when
compared to that obtained by Wen et al. [1] and Weinhold
and Mlynski [17] (18 Pa and 20 Pa, resp.). The resistance
obtained varied from 0.026 to 0.124 Pa⋅sec/mL for flow rate
of 7.5 L/min to 40 L/min, respectively. For a flow rate of
15 L/min, the flow resistance obtained was 0.048 Pa⋅sec/mL.
Garcia et al. [18] reported identical results in the range of
0.039 and 0.082 Pa⋅s/L for a flow rate of 15 L/min. Figure 4
presents results of hybrid mesh which were similar to that
reported in literature. About 21% difference in resistance
was obtained between the purely unstructured mesh and the
hybridmesh. In case of the nasal valve, located at a distance of
around 2 cm from the anterior region, the maximum velocity
obtained with unstructured grid was 4.18m/s and that with
hybrid mesh was 4.76m/s. On the contrary, 4.82m/s and
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Figure 6: Velocity and pressure distribution along the line AB at a distance of 4.5 cm from the nostril.
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Figure 7: Velocity and pressure distribution along the line AB at the nasopharynx section.

3.1m/s were reported by Xiong et al. [19] and Croce et al.
[20], respectively, for the same location. Thus, considerable
differences were observed in the values obtained with respect
to hybrid mesh and that of pure unstructured mesh.

Awall shear stress distribution has been plotted for differ-
ent cross-sections of the nasal cavity. Figure 5 clearly shows
the variation in the maximum wall shear stress obtained
for the two types of mesh used. The unstructured mesh
is generally not very effective in resolving boundary layer
phenomenon and as expected overpredicted the formation
of wall shear stress. The anterior and the posterior regions
registered more variations. Thus, it can be concluded that
hybrid mesh which has a better mesh distribution at the
boundary surface is useful in capturing thewall shear stresses.

Figures 6 and 7 show the distribution of velocity and
pressure at two different locations inside the nasal cavity.
These plots have been obtained along the marked line AB as
shown in these figures. There is a considerable difference in
the values obtained between pure unstructured tetrahedral
mesh and the hybrid mesh. The unstructured mesh overpre-
dicts the pressure values, and, moreover, the values of average
static velocity in both locations were much lower for hybrid

mesh when compared to the unstructured mesh. Therefore,
the results obtained using the purely unstructured mesh are
not suitable for quantification of flow depicting the nasal
physiological function.

Table 1 presents the comparison for discretisation error
measurement. The values have been estimated at the critical
location of nasal valve region. Nasal valve is the narrowest
part of the nasal cavity and has significant influence on
the flow parameters. Unstructured mesh and hybrid mesh
behave differently and therefore have different GCI values.
The relative error obtained in case of hybrid mesh was only
about 2.34%, whereas that determined for unstructuredmesh
was as high as 12.38%. Moreover, the GCI value for hybrid
meshwas ideally less than 1%, whereas for unstructuredmesh
it was about 3.75%. The unstructured mesh has randomly
oriented tetrahedral faces, which are not in tandem with
direction of flow. The prism mesh adopted at the near
wall boundary provides the necessary alignment to the flow
direction, thereby reducing the numerical diffusion errors in
case of hybrid mesh scheme. It is probably the reason why
tetrahedral mesh has higher GCI values when compared to
hybrid mesh type. In context of nasal cavity, one must realize
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that the nasal architecture is very complicated and is not a
uniform pathway. It is a narrow tunnel lined with turbinates
and mucous layer, which makes building mesh very difficult.
Therefore, it is subjected to very high wall bounded flows
and resolving wall layer with appropriate mesh is there-
fore very important. Thus the hybrid mesh is effective in
reducing the diffusion errors at rugged wall boundary and
prevents its dissipation into main flow. Earlier studies on
bifurcating airways have reported GCI value of about 5%
for unstructured mesh schemes [12]. The probable reason
for reduced GCI values for unstructured mesh in this study
(<5%) is due to high density of mesh cluster at the boundary
wall. The 𝑦+ of about 1.37 was reported for unstructured
grid in this study. This clearly shows that mesh resolution
at the corrugated nasal walls has significant importance in
overcoming errors due to diffusion. However, developing
dense mesh along the wall surface using the unstructured
tetrahedral type mesh will add to the increased mesh count
and thereby is expensive and would take considerably longer
duration to solve the equations. On the other hand, hybrid
mesh provides a degree of control over mesh resolution in
wall boundaries, and mesh with 𝑦+ = 1 is easily generated.
Therefore, hybrid mesh has several advantages over a purely
tetrahedral mesh type. Moreover, the SST 𝑘-𝜔 turbulence
model employed in this workmay also contribute to the lower
GCI values. SST 𝑘-𝜔 turbulence models were reported to be
very useful in wall-bounded flows and have successfully been
adopted inmany studies in the past [21, 22]. However, further
studies are required to authenticate the choice of turbulence
models in concluding the lower GCI values for both types of
meshes used. Nevertheless, hybrid mesh owing to their ease
of development and boundary layer resolution is compatible
with complicated geometrical domains such as nasal cavity.

Most of the earlier researchers have employed unstruc-
tured mesh in order to evaluate the flow physics inside the
complicated nasal domain. It is difficult and time consuming
to develop structured meshes. In the absence of structured
meshes, hybrid mesh has several advantages over purely
unstructured mesh. Hybrid mesh gives better resolution
of boundary layer phenomenon. It is particularly useful
if one is considering precision turbulence models like the
large eddy simulation (LES) models which require well-
refined meshes at the wall boundaries [14]. The current study
has demonstrated that pure unstructured meshes are not
sufficient to resolve the flow features inside the nasal cavity
and hence hybrid mesh should be considered in all future
nasal flow studies.

4. Conclusion

The usefulness of hybrid mesh over unstructured mesh has
been quantified.There is considerable difference in the values
of properties that are obtained using unstructured tetrahedral
mesh and that of hybrid mesh. Hybrid mesh is easy to
develop when compared to pure structural mesh providing
good control over the mesh density and is considered useful
in resolving wall bounded flows. The complicated anatomy
of the nasal cavity makes it difficult to develop structured
meshes, and since the unstructured mesh is not accurate

enough to capture the flow physics, hybrid mesh offers the
best alternative.
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